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Blame it on her! 
!  Statute of Anne, 1710 

"  Prevented the copying 
of “writings” for 14 years 

"  Renewable for another 
14 years (life expectancy) 

!  French laws (1791, 1793) 
"  Works of “fine art” 
"  Granted authors right to 

control copying, distribution 
and sale of their works 

"  Included a fixed term of rights 
after the author’s death. 



The U.S. Constitution 

!  Article 1, Section 8 (1787) 
"  “To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, 

by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors, 
the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and 
Discoveries.” 

"  Purpose was to promote the creative process 
"  Note use of “exclusive” 
"  Laid the groundwork for the US Copyright Act of 1790 

!  First-ever federal copyright law (some states had laws already) 
!  “Fourteen years from the time of recording the title thereof” 

with option to renew for another 14 years 
!  Did not include performance rights (or mechanical, obviously) 



US Copyright Act of 1909 

!  Protects the right to: 
"  Perform the work publicly 

"  Translate the work into other languages 

"  Mechanical reproduction (“mechanical license”) 

"  First term of copyright lengthened to 28 
years with the option to renew for an 
additional 28 (within 1 year of expiration 
of first term) – total 56 years 

"  Copyright notice is required on printed 
music 



US Copyright Act of 1976 
!  Sound Recordings – defined as “original works of 

authorship comprising an aggregate of musical, spoken 
or other sounds that have been fixed in tangible form” 

!  Phonorecords – defined as “physical objects in which 
sounds are fixed” (records, tapes, etc.) 

!  Publication - defined as “distribution to the public” 
included works not published by in “fixed form,”  
copyright notice no longer required 

!  Finally addressed use of music in 
TV, cable TV, records and movies 

!  Life of the composer + 50 years 
!  Went into effect January 1, 1978 



CETA, 1999 (The “Sonny Bono” Act) 

!  Copyright Term Extension Act 
!  Increased the total term of all works already 

under copyright protection as of January 1, 
1999 were extended by 20 years 

!  Goal was to align USA with European Union 
!  Works published after 

December 31, 1977 are 
protected for 70 years after 
the death of the composer 
(or in the case of joint works, 
the last survivor) 



Summary of Copyrights 

!  Created on or after January 1, 1978 
 Life of author + 70 years 

!  Published between 1923 and 1978 
 95 years from publication 

!  Works for hire, anonymous works created on or 
after January 1, 1978 

 95 years from publication or 120 from 
 creation, whichever is earlier 

!  Copyright notice not required after March 1989 
 protection is now automatic 



“Copyright” Defined 

!  The Copyright Owner has the exclusive right to: 
"  Reproduce in print or phonorecord 

(“phonorecord” includes ringtones) 
"  Prepare derivative works/arrangements 

(includes compilations) 
"  Distribute copies to the public 

(sale, rental, lease, lending) 
"  Perform the work publicly 
"  Display the work publicly 
"  Perform the work publicly by means 

of digital audio transmission 

!  Called the “Bundle of Rights” 



Fair Use (Copyright Act of 1976) 

!  Four factors to be considered: 
"  The purpose and character of 

the planned use 
(private/home use) 

"  Nature of the protected work 
(“performance” vs. “education”) 

"  The amount and substantiality of the portion used 
(general rule upheld in court is <10% of work) 

"  The economic harm to the copyright owner 
(i.e., is it replacing purchase?) 



More on Fair Use 
!  Reproduction for home use (only)  
!  Definition of “performance” vs. “educational” 

 If it’s played, it’s “performance” use 
 Educational use – e.g. harmonic analysis 

!  Amount copied cannot be performable as a unit 
!  Any copies made to avoid purchase are illegal 

"  Extra copies for judge or accompanist? 
"  Copies of a piece that doesn’t have enough parts? 
"  Copies so students don’t write on/lose originals? 
"  “Imminent performance?”  

That term doesn’t exist in US Copyright Law 



Public Domain 

!  Copyrighted before 1922 
"  You must have proof before copying 

- permission is not automatic! 
(Tangible copy with a copyright date before 1922) 

"  Distinction between a public domain piece and a 
recording or arrangement of the same piece 

  A print music copy of a piece and a recording or 
arrangement of that piece are two different entities 

"  No recordings are considered public domain until 
2067, even if the piece itself is public domain 



Four Types of Licenses 
!  Print Music License 
!  Mechanical License 

covers all recorded copies, including digital recording 
!  Compulsory Mechanical License 

for making a recording of a previously-recorded piece 
9.1¢ if under 5 minutes, paid to publisher (<5,000 cc) 
“Compulsory” means you cannot be refused permission 

!  Synchronization License (“Synch”) 
covers putting audio to video  

!  Performance Rights License 
covers any public performance whether free or not 

!  PROs (Performance Rights Organizations) 
ASCAP, BMI and SESAC  



Out of Print and Backordered Pieces 
!  To copy an out-of print piece, you must have 

permission of the copyright holder. 
!  To copy a backordered piece, you must have proof that 

you have the piece on order, proof of unavailability, and a 
letter from the seller or publisher plus a receipt. 

!  To copy a commercial recording, you must have 
permission of the owner of the song’s copyright as well 
as the owner of the recording itself. 

!  “Home Use” applies only to use for 
“a normal circle of family & its 
social acquaintances” 

!  Your local print music dealer can help 
 (another reason to shop local!) 



To Add to the Confusion . . .  
!  Remember that the printed music, the 

arrangement, the audio and video are all 
separate entities and each needs licensing 
separately. 

!  To apply for permission to re-arrange a piece or 
copy an out of print piece, contact the owner of 
the copyright (not always the publisher) 
"  For example, Southern Music publications are  

distributed by Hal Leonard, but copyrights are still 
administered by Lauren Keiser Music, which owns 
Southern Music.  



Applying for Permission 

!  Your local print music dealer 
!  Copycat Licensing 

jeni@copycatlicensing.com 
you will pay them a finders fee + license fees 

!  Music Publishers Association  
www.mpa.org 
dictionary of “imprints” 

!  Contact the copyright owner directly 
give them title, composer/arranger, copyright 
date/holder and intended dates of use 



What are We Really Teaching Them? 

!  As potentially expensive as this can be, the fines 
for infringement are much higher. 

!  If we are teaching students life skills, then we 
need to set an example of following – not openly 
disregarding – the law.  

!  Rather than focus on “how much we can get 
away with,” focus on teaching respect for the 
value of music, the livelihood of the 
composers and performers, 
and the legal rights of others. 



Thank you! 

Here’s my number, so . . . . 
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